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Abstract

It has been suggested that for timing experiments, it might be advantageous to

arrange the bunches in the storage ring in an asymmetrical mode(^). In this paper, we

determine the counting losses from pulsed x-ray sources from basic probabilistic

arguments and from Poisson statistics. In particular the impact on single photon

counting losses of a variety of possible filling modes for the Advanced Photon Source

(APS) is examined. For bunches of equal current, a loss of 10% occurs whenever the

the count rate exceeds 21% of the bunch repetition rate. This changes slightly when

bunches containing unequal numbers of particles are considered. The results are

applied to several common detector/electronics systems.
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This paper deals with counting statistics and loss corrections for pulsed x-ray

sources such as the Advanced Photon Source (APS). The motivation for looking at this

problem came from the suggestion by one of the authors (DMM) that it might be

advantageous for timing experiments to arrange the bunches in the storage ring in an

asymmetrical mode(1). The question arose as to whether this asymmetric mode

would have deleterious effects on single photon counting losses. In this manuscript,

we derive the general expressions for counting losses for pulsed x-ray sources,

including the case of unequal bunch spacings. In particular, we will investigate the

counting statistics of different filling modes of the APS and the relationship between

the true mean count rate and the observed count rate and the effect of multiple

photon events. We are interested in single photon counting and will assume that our

detector and associated electronics is fast enough to resolve x-rays from individual

bunches (bunch spacings typically 10's to 100's of nanoseconds) but incapable of

temporally resolving multiple photons within a single bunch (bunch lengths typically

10's to 100's of picoseconds). This type of temporal response is typical of most

single photon detectors presently used at synchrotron radiation sources.

To derive the expressions for counting losses, we will follow an approach

similar to that of Batterman in his analysis of counting losses for CHESS(^)and use

notations here similar to that of Batterman. Therefore, in this work, the following



definitions will be employed:

N = the true mean number of counts per second arriving at the detector.

B = orbital frequency of the synchrotron

(B»1/xs; xs - orbital period = 3.683 us for the APS).

N 0 D = number of observed counts per second recorded by a detector with only a

low level discriminator only (i.e; multiple photons count only as one).

N n = number of observed counts per second produced by events with n

simultaneous photons.

We first consider the case of m equi-spaced and equi-particle bunches,

n one second, we see mB bunches. Since they are equal current bunches, the

probability that a detected photon came from any one particular bunch is just 1/mB.
ror later discussion, it is useful to formulate the problem in another way. We can

hink of the problem as the following. We have N balls in our hands and there are B

)ig boxes, each of which contains m small boxes so that we have a total of mB boxes.

Ne now randomly throw the balls into the boxes. Within each big box, there is an equal

probability that the ball falls into any of the m small boxes. Thus, the probability that

he first ball falls into any particular box is 1/mB. The probability that the first ball

ioes not fall into that box is (1 - 1/mB). Therefore, the probability that none of the

>alls fall into that box is: _

(1-1/mB)N.

Vfter all the balls have been thrown, the total number of empty boxes is:

mB(l-l/mB)N.

Since we are assuming that the detectors cannot temporally resolve multiple photons

rom each bunch (in this case, multiple balls in each box), the observed number of

)hotons N 0 D , is just the number of boxes with at least one ball, i.e.;

Nob=mB- mB(\ - \jmB)N.



Now, consider the probability of multiple photons from each bunch (i.e., multiple

balls in a box). Consider any one particular box. After all the balls have been thrown,

the probability that there are n balls in the box is:

n

The first term is the number of ways of choosing n balls from N, that is, choosing

which of the N balls actually fall into the box. The second term is the probability

that the n balls fall into the box while the final term is the probability that the rest

of the balls, N - n, do not fall into the box. Thus, the total number of boxes with n

balls is:

(5)

We now consider the case where the storage ring is run in an asymmetrical

mode where there are 19 bunches temporally close together, and one single bunch

opposite the 19 bunches. For the APS, If we fill adjacent RF buckets, the total

temporal length of the 19 bunches is 51 ns and for our purposes, we assume that the

detector cannot temporally resolve multiple photons coming from it. Thus, we treat

the system as having only 2 'groups', with the probability of a photon coming from one

group (the 19 bunches) being 19 times the probability of a photon coming from the

other group (the single bunch). A 'group' is thus defined as a set of any number of

bunches temporally close together such that the detector cannot temporally resolve

multiple photons coming from it. (Note that the situation is the same as if the ring

has only two symmetrically placed bunches, but with one bunch having 19 times the

number of particles as the other.) The problem can be thought of as follows:

(In one second), we have a total of B big boxes, each of which consists of 2 small



boxes labeled <x-| and 012- We have in our hands a total of N balls that we throw into

the boxes. Within each big box, the probability of a ball landing in an 04 box is 19/20

and the probability of a ball landing in an <X2 box is 1/20. What we want is the

distribution of the balls in the boxes after we have thrown all the balls. Following the

calculations for the equi-current and equi-spaced bunches shown above, the
probability of the first ball falling into a particular a-| box is a-|/B, where we have

used cc-| to denote both the box and the probability 19/20. The total number (after all

the balls have been thrown) of empty oĉ  boxes is therefore:

Similarly, the total number of empty o&2 boxes is:

B(l-a2/B)N. ( 7 )

Thus, the observed number of photons, NOb, (or the total number of boxes with at least

one ball) is:

Nob=2B-B (l-a2/B)N]
(8)

Now, we consider multiple photon events (or multiple balls in a box). The

probability that there are n balls in a particular 04 box is:

N-n

(9)

Again, the first term corresponds to the number of ways of choosing n balls from N t

the second term is the probability that n balls fall into a particular a-j box, and the

third term is the probability that the rest of the balls do not fall into that box. A

similar expression exists for 0C2 boxes. Thus, the total number of boxes with n balls

is

B
N

n B ) B) B )
(10)



In general, it is easy to see that if we operate the synchrotron ring with m

groups (not to be confused with bunches), and associate with each group a probability

m

of ctj for i « 1 to m v«=i J, then the observed photon rate NOb is:

N

i=lx — (11)

(Note that the ccfs depend on the total current within each group)

The rate for n-multiple photons, N* is:

B (12)

In the limit of B/<XJ » 1, equation (11) reduces to

i=l (13)

and in the limit of N » n and B/aj » 1, equation (12) reduces to

(14)

Notice that as expected, as w-»°°

Due to the random nature of the counts arriving at the detector, Poisson

statistics should apply. Poisson statistics also require that N » 1 and OCJ/B« 1. We



now show that the results in equations (13) and (14) are indeed consistent with

Poisson statistics. Consider a particular group (or a particular type of box) ctj. The

average number of photons coming from that group each time the group passes by is

ocjN/B. Thus, the Poisson probability distribution for n counts coming from this group

each time it passes by is:

B ) n\ ( 1 5 )

Since there are m different groups, each of which comes around B times per second,

the total number of events with n counts is:

nl (16)

which is equation (14) exactly. The probability that zero counts come from a

particular i-th group in one pass is e'a\N^. Therefore the probability that at least

one count comes from the group in one pass is 1- e"ai ^ . As there are m groups and

B passes per second, the total number of observed photons (again, assuming that

multiple photons only count as one) is:

( = 1 V ' (17)

which is identical to equation (13).

It is useful to compare the above expression for N 0 D with similar

expression for continuous x-ray sources. We shall only consider the case of equi-

current groups, i.e; CCJ = 1/m for m groups. For a uniform continuous source with

detector/electronics dead time of x^, the observed count rate is:(



Nob=N(l-Nrd) ( 1 8 )

for small count rates N t^ « 1. For synchrotron radiation, the time duration of a group

is usually much smaller than the inter-group time. Our assumption that the detector

and electronics can temporally resolve photons from different groups but not from

within the same group implies that:

time of one group < t j j < inter-group time

Assuming an average, approximately, x<j = 1/2mB, since the inter-group time is 1/mB.

For small count rates where CCJN/B « 1, equation (3) can be written as:

For equi-current groups, cq = 1/m, and substituting %$ into 1/2mB, we obtain

Nob=N(l-Nrd) ( 2 0 )

which is equation(18).

Figure 1 illustrates several possible filling modes of operation for the

APS. In the case of mode 1, which is a case considered above, the number of groups m

= 2, and a-\ = 19/20 and cc2 = 1/20. In mode 2, m = 2 and a-| = o.^ = 1/2. In the normal

operational mode, mode 3, m = 20 and aj = 1/20 for i = 1 to 20. In figure 2, we plot

N o b ^ ' n Percent as a function of N for the different modes of operation. It is

evident from the plot that in the asymmetrical mode of operation, mode 1, the losses

due to finite time constants is generally larger than that of the symmetrical mode 3,

especially at high true mean count rates (N). At low count rates (< 60000 cps), the

differences in the losses between the 3 different filling modes are small. In the

asymmetrical mode, the losses at N = 60000 counts per second is only 10%. In the

symmetrical modes 2 and 3, a loss of 10% occurs when N is about 21% of the group

repetition rate mB. Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the rates for single and multiple photon



events for each mode. Note that in figure 3, the first set of peaks at lower N js due to

the contributions from the 19 particle bunch group while the second set of peaks at

higher N is due the contribution from the single particle bunch group.

Table 1 lists observed count rates NOb for which NOb/^ = 0.9 for several

typical detectors. The numbers quoted are for each individual component. We see that

although the dead times of the detectors themselves are usually very small, when

they are connected to the electronics, the effective dead time is dominated by the

electronics. In cases where the dead times are larger than the intergroup times, we

have used equation (18) for computation. We note that in cases where %$ is less than

the group time, (for example in the case of plastic scintillators) the true value of NOb

is slightly higher than the number quoted because a fraction of multiple photon events

will be resolved. In practice, the electronic systems would usually saturate before

[these counts rates are achieved.

In summary, from basic probabilistic arguments, we have derived general

[expressions for counting losses for pulsed x-ray sources. We have shown that such

arguments are consistent with Poisson statistics. Differences in losses due to

several different possible operational modes have been discussed. In particular, we

conclude that although running the synchrotron in an asymmetrical mode generally

increases counting losses, the differences are significant only at high true mean

jcount rates, N > 60000 cps. In fact, for most detector electronics with dead times

larger than the ring frequency, there should be no observable differences.
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Figure Captions.

Figure 1.

Three possible filling modes for the APS. The orbital period is 3.683 \is. Using the

definitions defined in the text, for mode 1, m = 2, and a-| = 19/20 and aj = 1/20. For mode 2, m = 2,

and cci = c*2 = 1/2. In the normal operational mode of 20 equi-particle and equally spaced bunches,

m = 20 and CCJ = 1/20 for i = 1 to 20.

Figure 2.

Plot of Nob/W in percentage as a function of Nbar for the 3 modes depicted in figure 1.

Figure 3.

Single and multiple photon events (i.e; number of boxes with one, two, or three balls) as a function

of N for mode 1.

Figure 4.

Single and multiple photon events as a function of N for mode 2.

Figure 5.

Single and multiple photon events as a function of N for mode 3.



Table 1.

Observed count rates NOb for which NObw=0.9 for several typical detectors.



Table 1.

Component

Plastic
Scintillation
Detector
Nal
Detector
Si/Ge
Solid State
Detector +
Electronics

Typical
Dead
Time'

0.5ns

0.5ns

5\isec

Nobfor^- = 0.9

Model

1070000

55000

18000*

Mode 2

1070000

106000

18000*

Mode 3

1070000

200000*

18000*

*Computed using equation (18).


